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Adult post-apocalyptic science fiction with romantic elements 2012 Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award
Semi-finalist Amazon Top 20 Bestseller: Science Fiction/Genetic Engineering Amazon Top 100 Bestseller:
Science Fiction/Space Opera Amazon Top 100 Bestseller: Science Fiction/Dystopian & Post-Apocalyptic
Amazon Top 100 Bestseller: Romance/Science Fiction "...a compellingly bumpy ride of a love story...." --
Publishers Weekly* Reviewer, ABNA Semi-finals What do you do when you're trapped between death and
the devil? To protect her young daughter from a madman and a tyrant, Rachel Pryne must trust an enemy --
one of the alien warriors who conquered Earth. It is 2032, the Ohnenrai -- Earth's humanoid alien conquerors
-- orbit the planet and Terran reproduction is failing. Rachel, a trained medic, is struggling to protect her
seven-year-old daughter, Pearl, from the sexual predation of their penal colony's leader. Having fathered the
girl by rape, he now intends to take her on her eighth birthday, only six weeks away. Then Rachel finds her
unlikely champion -- an injured Ohnenrai soldier who appears in her yard one stormy evening. She knows
she may be choosing death over the devil in trusting this warrior, but she doesn't know that her trust, and her
DNA, will make her one of the most important and endangered people to ever set foot aboard an Ohnenrai
starship. Equal parts science fiction, suspense, and romance, Girl Under Glass moves from a post-
apocalyptic wilderness in the American Pacific Northwest to a high-tech world aboard an alien starship
furnished with all the stolen comforts of Earth. Readers meet Rachel Pryne, whose parents' lifelong and life-
ending connection to the Ohnenrai has set her upon a path she never wanted to travel. And they're introduced
to Ehtishem, an Ohnenrai soldier who exists to save his dying people, but who faces enemies from within
and without his own military. The only possible solution to the Ohnenrai's extinction lies within Rachel, but
all she wants to do is protect her daughter and see Earth's alien conquerors go straight to hell. This book
contains adult themes and strong language. *Publishers Weekly is an independent organization unassociated
with Amazon and Penguin Group (USA). This review was based on a draft version of this manuscript and
not the final published manuscript.
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From reader reviews:

Boris Hansen:

The book Girl Under Glass make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You should use to make your capable
considerably more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big problem
along with your subject. If you can make reading a book Girl Under Glass to be your habit, you can get far
more advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about some or all subjects. You are
able to know everything if you like available and read a book Girl Under Glass. Kinds of book are several. It
means that, science guide or encyclopedia or other individuals. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Joan Myers:

This book untitled Girl Under Glass to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, here is
because when you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this
specific book in the book shop or you can order it by means of online. The publisher with this book sells the
e-book too. It makes you easier to read this book, since you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is
no reason for your requirements to past this publication from your list.

Dominic Maddock:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray anyone, why because this Girl Under Glass e-book written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who all read the book.
Written throughout good manner for you, leaking every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate your
hunger then you still uncertainty Girl Under Glass as good book but not only by the cover but also by
content. This is one guide that can break don't determine book by its handle, so do you still needing another
sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already said so why you have to
listening to one more sixth sense.

Elizabeth Daugherty:

A lot of book has printed but it is different. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the very
best book for you, science, amusing, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is named of book Girl
Under Glass. You can contribute your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it might add your
knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about guide. It can
bring you from one destination for a other place.
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